
Community Coffee w/ Law Enforcement 

Friday 3/29/19 · 10-11:30am · @the Wellness Center 

w/ Ranger T. Healy  

 

Intro: About Ranger Tom.  

Short introduction to Tom as a person, and his story following to, how did he end up here? 

 

What it’s like to be a Ranger? 

Wear different hats. Literally.  

 

Brought hats for visual aid – Explanation of the different functions of LE and other assignments and experiences in these 

functions. 

  

Dispel Common Rumors  

Is there a quota? Nope! There is no agenda with quota. 

Where do the ticket funds go? As far as he knows the ticket went to Victims of Violent Crimes.  

Now it may go to a general Govt. Fund – it does not go to Park Rangers in Yosemite. 

 

Common contacts- Discusses the different kinds of contacts, explains a basic understanding about how LE works.  

Consent Contacts – Example of event today- anyone can leave at any time.  

Education – Takes an approach through educating civilians about why they are in contact.  

Bailable Citation- Explanation of how that function works/common citation practices. 

Physical Arrest – Explanation of this function. (I couldn’t catch these notes)   

Body Cams – The neutral party in an occurrence. Explanation of why these are useful protection for everyone on both sides.   

Touches on the Freedom of information Act. Used the term Foiable. 

 

Case reviews 

Offers education for people to inform themselves. Provides suggestions of general literature that can be looked up regarding 

general 4th amendment- use of force and vehicle searches.  

 

Tennessee vs. Garner  

Graham vs. Conner  

Caroll vs. US Carrol doctrine  

 

Joked that this is ‘homework for next month.’  

Anyone can take a look at these case studies and if they’re interested, can go into more detail at the next LE Ranger Coffee.   

 

Community Responsibility – How can ‘you’ as the community assist LE in creating efficiency.  

Timeliness and Descriptiveness – The more descriptive you are that will assist LE in doing their job efficiently 

Gives example- If you see a silver car doing something they’re not supposed to, call it in as soon as possible and be as descriptive 

as possible. Did you catch their plates, were there any identifiable marks or decals on the car, do you have a description of the 

person driving besides “tall guy?” There are better chances of action being taken if you call something in right away vs. thinking 

about it and calling 2 hrs. later when the person can be out of the park.  

 

Employee Question/Comment- This employee works for Valley Campgrounds the question/comment was:  

It seems like LE is always busy, for example, Mid July may not be the best time to call for something that seems small-they don’t 

want to bother LE in an already crazy time.  

Answer – Even if you feel like something is insignificant, just call dispatch. Often times something that can seem unimportant 

can be huge. This can be an incident that seems small but can lead to finding a larger issue.  

 

Don’t feel like you bothering, if there are multiple calls at once, someone is working to assign the calls in matters of importance.  



Question. Calling 911 vs. dispatch when will you call which one?  

911- 

Dispatch- 

Shift Supervisor –  

Dispatch are folks in El Portal who run the radio dispatch center (control all radio traffic and coordinate and transfer information.)  

 

The shift supervisor is someone designated every day and night to be in charge / leadership for all Valley LE, SAR, EMS 

whatever events happen. They triage and delegated calls and assignments as they happen in coordination with dispatch. 

 Dispatch's non-emergency line is: 209.379.1992.    

If there are multiple calls happening there is a line of ‘triage’ where the operator will take care of the call’s attention.  

 

Community Responsibility – LE Side-   

How can we make your life better? Interactive question.  

Open lines of communications.  

More events like Coffee?  

Can submit feedback at any time.  

 

Participant- Gap of concessions + Park Service 

Concession Employee brought up the Gap that some LE may not interact but they are still appreciative of this event. Gap has been 

addressed in the open. How do we move forward? 

Question: How big of a knife can people carry? Address state law vs. federal.  

Ca Law can be adopted if there is no fed law. All able to have [weapon] as long as it’s open carry. Obviously no unsheathed 

weapon or brandishing.  

How does LE relate to ‘our jobs’ how can we work together to make our jobs or our position better?  

How can we make our job interactions more efficient as well? How can this positively impact our organizations at work?  

1. Built a connection about radio etiquette w/ a specific department. 

2. LE and Campgrounds   

Finding commonalities in work and seeking efficient ways to interact.  

Conclusion 

Participants felt comfortable to turn this from a lecture to casual conversation. Questions were asked in a considerate and 

thoughtful manner.  

Ranger answered to the best of ability within reason.  

We had peak participation of 15 people from 5 different organizations. After the talk there was time left to grab coffee and chat. It 

was suggested that everyone introduce themselves to at least 1 person they don’t know from a different organization.  

 

1hr talk ~30m-coffee social  

Most people brought their own mugs!! – Extra cups were provided.  

Takeaways 

1. There is no ticket quota in the park – The funds don’t go to our Rangers.  

2. Community responsibility – Timeliness and descriptiveness are the most important  

3. Emergency call vs. Non-urgent / 911 vs. Dispatch  

In an emergency always call 911  

Dispatch's non-emergency line is: 209.379.1992.    

If there are multiple calls happening, there is a line of ‘triage’ where the operator will take care of the call’s attention. 

 

BIG THANK YOU TO STARBUCKS for supporting this community building event! 


